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WHO ARE
WE?
We work with companies as their growth partners.
We replace or work with your growth team & help
you scale faster. We help organizations that are
already out of their beta phase and want to hit the
ground running. We cover all parts of an
organization except for tech. But from previous
experiences, we have figured out that most
companies require help with their growth strategy &
some fresh eyes will help them get a new
perspective altogether.
We've been fortunate to be associated with
companies like CashKaro, Shop101, OfficeKit HR,
Tender Cuts, Navata etc where we have been able
to provide growth strategies which have helped
them grow.

We are looking for a similar
opportunity with your organisation
How can we create an immediate impact?
Identifying the correct TG & helping you set up a
digital growth plan whilst keeping your CAC in
control.
Setting you up for the future with organic presence
through strong content strategy and strengthening
your SEO & ASO.
Create clear affiliate/ambassadorship programs.
Explore & figure out new channels & partnerships
for the app to grow.
Increase your retention & stickiness numbers while
growing using the correct plans & tools.

Manu Nambiar
DIRECTOR, STRATEGIES

I'm a growth marketer who loves the fast-paced and ultra-growth
style of startups. Being a self-educated digital marketer, I have had the
opportunity to help and grow a handful of companies in a short span
of 6 years.
Digital Marketing Head at Shop101 - Handled performance
marketing and growth of the company. Helped grow the number of
users by 6x and Revenue by 5x.
Digital Marketer at Ministry of Home Affairs - Worked closely with
Swacch Survekshan initiative to reach out to more people through
digital marketing efforts.
Head of Marketing at CakeZone - Grew the company from 6 cloud
kitchens to 21 kitchens with simultaneous revenue growth of 9x in
10 months.
I have also had the chance of developing modules and taking
classes on digital marketing for students of Rural Haryana and
speaking at 20+ events on growth and digital marketing

Akshay V

DIRECTOR, CREATIVES
I'm the creative head and branding strategist at Growth Associates.
Stepped into the startup ecosystem while still in college. Helped in
building unique identities for companies by designing content strategies,
websites etc.
FetichIt - Founder and CTO of an IoT product, which won the best
startup pitch 2016 by TiE. Fetchit was later acquired by SFO
Technologies (an integral part of NeST Technologies).
Cashkaro - Headed the First Step Initiative programme in association
with Cashkaro (a Ratan Tata and Kalari Capitals investee company), an
entrepreneurship development programme with top colleges in India
like Christ University, Bharathiar University, Dayanand Sagar.
Lead organizer at LinkedIn Local Kerala.
Authored 3 eBooks and many blogs in the field of Growth and
Marketing.
Have various certifications in the field of Growth, Marketing & Branding
from prestigious universities & organizatons like Wharton School,
University of Illinois, University of Colorado Boulder etc

Krishna Sathish
DIRECTOR, FINANCE

I’m a Chartered Accountant with over 4 years of pre and 4 years of postqualification experience in the field of finance. Being a self-starter who is
curious about deep diving into the deep ends of finance, management and
accounting, I have helped lead teams in finalising audits and adding value
in organisations of all sizes.
Experience working as a Senior Manager handling Audit, Taxation,
Consulting, Accounting and other Financial Services at M Sathish
Kumar & Co Chartered Accountant. Major clientele includes Mango
Hypermarket, Secura Group of Companies, Subicsha amongst other
growing service and manufacturing concerns. Prepared project reports
helping clients raise funds of over 100 Crores from Investors for
growth and expansion.
PwC India – Over 2 years of experience as a part of the Statutory Audit
division catering to conglomerates from manufacturing to service
industries
PKF S&S – Completed my 3 years of articleship experience performing
Statutory, Internal Audit and Consulting services to clients
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Listing few companies that we have enjoyed
working with.

NAVATA SCS
Navata group is one of the pioneer logistic company in the
country having an embellished track record of 40+ years of
experience in the industry. Helped 4X the lead generation of
a supply chain management startup

Initially, we helped them with the brand guidelines and digital
transformation of their existing brand. The primary target customers
include C'X'Os, Head of Distribution etc of medium and large companies.
We conducted a detailed study of their needs, problems, online
behaviour and the type of content they consume. The secondary target
customers included students and professionals in the supply chain
industry, who may in future become part of the Navata team. Results
were: 2x Revenue; 4X lead generation; 400% increase on Social Network
engagements.

INTUGINE TECHNOLOGY
Started in 2013, Intugine Technologies is a Bangalore based Startup
pioneering in motion sensing and IoT technologies with clients like
Mahindra Logistics, Ultratech Cement and Aravind Fashion etc. On a
mission to revolutionize the logistics sector in India, their aim is to
digitize and revamp the industry through our trailblazing
technologies with a highly dedicated team of experts.

Personal branding for the CEO, portraying him as a smart new age
Startup founder, who is passionate about digitalizing Indian Supply
Chain Ecosystem. 10% connection growth and 90% increase in
profile views, in the first month. Building thought leadership through
monthly blogs and case studies, at the same time increasing search
ranking for relevant keywords. Growing LinkedIn company page
with industry relevant, informative and entertaining content.

CASHKARO
India's no.1 cashback and coupon providers. Founded by Rohan and
Swathi Bhargava. Includes some key players like Mr. Ratan Tata
who have invested into the company

Growth Associates designed the "First Step Initiative" program
which helped Cashkaro to penetrate into the Indian student
community. The growth strategy was implemented to better
understand how the product could leverage on the needs of
students and collect feedback. Associating with the product team at
Cashkaro we were able to successfully help with the betterment of
product & acquire valuable customers.

OFFICEKIT
OfficeKit HR was founded in 2007 by a dynamic team of
proactive & resilient entrepreneurs who are enthusiastic about
solving critical challenges faced by businesses in their HR
Department. OfficeKit is currently present in more than 25
countries and include clients such as Lulu Group, HLB, United
Arab Bank etc.

Growth Associates structures the digital branding for OfficeKit &
manages campaigns across platforms like Google, Facebook & other
relevant listing sites like Capterra, Crozdesk etc. The entire website
of OfficeKit HR was revamped using previous data to create an
engaging & immersive experience for all the users. Currently
working as growth consultants for OfficeKit

TENDER CUTS
TenderCuts is an omnichannel meat retail company with 18
stores in Chennai & Hyderabad with a strong online
presence. It was founded 4 years back, is doing 1.5L+
orders right now.

Growth Associates helps them with their digital marketing & growth
strategies. User acquisition & retention are the key areas of
importance. Managing all the campaigns of Google, Facebook &
other paid media. Growth Associates implemented a retention tool
like MoEngage to improve customer engagement and takes care of
all communication related with the brand.

BRIDGE LCS
The most trusted logistics management software in the Middle
East. Bridge Logistics Catalyst System is a logistics and freight
software developed to help freight forwarders, customs
clearance, transporters, manage their cargo logistics process.
The Bridge LCS delivers tons of demanding features of each
and every activity logistics and supply chain industry. with the
innovative cloud concept, the solution is designed to use at any
location and by any logistics company around the world.

Growth Associates undertook growth marketing services & advisory
by setting up their internal Social Media & Performance Marketing
team initiating different growth channels, maintaining all the social
media pages, running targeted Social Media Ads with the objective
of growing your brand name and increasing popularity. Growth
Associates also tested out different tools and strategies on LinkedIn
which helped in acquiring an average of 10 High-Quality leads every
month. We were also successful in acquiring leads from Capterra.

BRANDING: HELPED IN BUILDING UNIQUE IDENTITIES
FOR COMPANIES.
Our expert strategists have also successfully completed projects on Brand Identity and Guidelines. We have also
helped companies in and out of India with Digital Transformation of their stores by creating eCommerce websites.
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